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1.0 Introduction 
1.01 Summary overview 

This report has been prepared on behalf of Andrew and Samantha Patrick and was commissioned to 
provide a summary of proposed amendments to previous Planning Approval (19/01335/FUL) and 
Listed Building Consent (19/01336/LBC) on 26 September 2019, in respect of proposed development 
and refurbishment of the site at Powderham House. 
 
We are currently progressing with detailed design stages to enable works to proceed to site.  As part 
of this process a number of queries have been identified and so we are looking to clarify a number of 
specific details relating to the project that were not identified within the original application.  For context 
this application and proposed amendments has been developed with reference to the previously 
submitted Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA). 

 

1.02 Property address 

Powderham House 
Yonder Street 
Plymouth 
PL9 9RB 

 

1.03 Existing Planning conditions  

Following review of documentation submitted as part of the previous Planning and Listed Building 
Consent Applications we comment as follows: 
 
Listed Building Consent (19/01336/LBC) 

 Condition 1 – The purpose of this application is to gain approval for minor amendments that are 
proposed.  Therefore updated drawings are included.   

 Condition 2 – Works will be commenced within three years of the date of consent. 
 Condition 3 – Following review with the Client it is not intended to install new driveway gates.  

Notwithstanding, if these are required the Client will seek to obtain approval from the LPA of the 
design and materials proposed. 

 
Planning Application (19/01335/FUL) 

 Condition 1 – The purpose of this application is to gain approval for minor amendments that are 
proposed.  Therefore updated drawings are included.   

 Condition 2 – Works will be commenced within three years of the date of consent. 

 Condition 3 – The provision for one bat roost, two nesting terraces for sparrows and two bee 
bricks will be incorporated into the subsequent refurbishment phase of works to the building.  For 
the purposes of this report and in accordance with the Construction Environmental Management 
Plan (CEMP), dated 13 August 2019, it is confirmed that the former house sparrow nest has been 
re-inspected and was not in use.  The next has now been removed from site. 

 Condition 4 – Following review with the Client it is not intended to install new driveway gates.  
Notwithstanding, if these are required the Client will seek to obtain approval from the LPA of the 
design and materials proposed. 
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2.0 Summary of works proposed 
2.01 Chimneys  

As stated within the previously submitted HIA Item 3.1.1 para 1, the two chimneys above the gables  
to the original western part of the cottage remain in place.  It is understood that these were re-built in 
the 19th Century and their condition are considered to be very poor with major damp ingress evident 
to walls and ceilings directly below.  As a result of ongoing ingress there are areas of localised rot to 
roof timbers.  Following inspection, it is considered that both chimney stacks were not provided with 
lead trays and adequate lead flashings when they were previously re-built.   
 
On this basis and to ensure the longevity of the building and to prevent damage to internal building 
fabric and associated finishes it is proposed that brick sections of the chimneys are carefully dismantled 
during planned roof replacement works and then re-built to incorporate lead trays and flashings to 
match existing external dimensions.  Leadwork will be in accordance with requirements of the Lead 
Sheet Association. 
 
The top of existing chimneys are capped with a mixture of crested plain and louvred pots.  It is not 
planned for the two chimneys to the western part of the cottage to be used for fires/ stoves.  Therefore 
in order to maintain adequate ventilation (to prevent condensation risk) and prevent future opportunity 
for rainwater ingress or nesting birds, these stacks are to be provided with new pots and associated 
inserts.  Pots will be soured to ensure they are matching for both chimneys.   It is considered that these 
works are essential to ensure the long-term preservation of the asset. 

 
Fig.1 Existing chimney 1 to western gable 
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Fig.2 Existing chimney 2 located centrally to main roof 
 

 
 

 

2.02 Chimney 3 

As stated within the HIA Item 3.1.1 para 2, the existing eastern stack was previously reduced in height 
and capped at roof level (see photograph at Fig. 3 overleaf).  In order to improve the external balance 
of the building it is proposed to re-build this chimney, including provision of lead tray and flashing details, 
as part of planned roof replacement works.  Please see attached updated elevation drawing, which 
indicates proposed arrangement for this chimney.   
 
In addition to the aesthetic improvement this work would provide externally, the Client plans to use this 
chimney stack to vent a traditional log-burner feature that is to be located in the Lounge 
fireplace.  Therefore, this will require one flue to be capped and one to remain open to serve the log-
burning stove.   
 
The capped flue will be provided with a new pot and associated insert.  The live flue will have a new 
matching pot. 
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Fig.3 Existing reduced height chimney to eastern gable  
 

 
 

 

2.03 Main roof 

As stated within the HIA Item 3.1.2, the existing roof is covered by a combination of natural slates to 
front facing slopes and a fibre-cement slates to the rear.  The existing slate sections of roof have not 
been provided with an underfelt lining over trusses, or adequate provision for ventilation.    
 
It is proposed that roof coverings are removed with existing natural slates carefully set aside.  Fibre 
cement slates will be disposed of off-site.  The roof will be reinstated using natural slates to match.  As 
works progress, existing timber will be inspected for rot and repaired, followed by installation of modern 
breatheable underfelt to establish a secondary barrier to rainwater ingress and provision for necessary 
ventilation.   
 
Planned roof replacement works are considered essential to ensure the long-term preservation of the 
asset.  As detailed on previously submitted drawings the rear slope of the roof will accommodate 
rooflight/sun-tube detail to afford natural light over the proposed first floor corridor.  
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Fig.4 Front elevation showing three roof slopes 
 

 
 

 

2.04 Rainwater gutters 

As stated within the HIA Item 3.1.3 existing rainwater goods to the property generally comprise white 
PVCu components, with a single section of cast iron downpipe and hopper to the south-eastern 
corner.  Since the issue of the HIA the condition of existing rainwater goods have deteriorated and there 
are now multiple missing and failed components.  It is proposed to remove existing sections of rainwater 
goods and replace with half round aluminium gutters and round downpipes with powder coated finish, 
by Alumasc or equivalent.  It is considered that this would provide the optimum aesthetic and long-term 
solution for the building. Following initial discussions with Alumasc it is planned to install gutter 
specification that provides aesthetic of cast iron and whilst also having appropriate coating system to 
prevent corrosion on a coastal location. 
 

2.05 Main walls 

As stated in the HIA Item 3.1.4 para 1, the external walls to the front elevation have been coated in a 
modern cement-based render since the building was Listed in 1975.  This provides a completely 
inappropriate render system for the stone rubble wall construction.  In addition, the cement render is in 
poor condition with large areas of hollow and loose render and sections of scarring.  In order to provide 
a more sympathetic solution the proposed works will include for careful removal of the existing cement 
render and application of a lime-based stucco render coating.  
 
As stated in the HIA Item 3.1.4 para 1, the side and rear walls comprise white painted stone.  This 
consists of a modern paint system and is considered to be inappropriate for the stone substrate.  In 
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order to provide a more sympathetic solution the proposed works will include for careful removal of the 
existing modern paint system and application of a lime-based 'bag-rub' render coating.   
https://cornishlime.co.uk/application-guides/technical-advice-note-for-bag-rub-finish/ 
 

2.06 Windows 

As stated in the HIA Item 3.1.5, the existing timber framed windows are understood to have been 
replaced since original construction, including provision of some modern 20th century 
casements.  Existing windows, particularly to the exposed front elevations, are in very poor condition, 
as a result of minimal maintenance and repair during recent years with excess levels of rot and 
failed/inoperable components. As a result and in order to provide a long-term solution for the building 
it is proposed as follows:  
 
a) Casement windows to the rear elevation, which have had minimal exposure to inclement weather 

conditions, are in relatively sound and reasonable condition.  Therefore it is intended that these 
will be salvaged and remain in-situ with localised repairs and maintenance to be carried out as 
part of planned programme of redecoration.  

b) Existing sliding sash windows to the front elevations are considered to be beyond reasonable 
repair and so it is proposed that these are replaced.  Replacement timber framed windows will be 
provided to match existing fenestrations and include provision of slimline double-glazed units.   

 

2.07 Entrance doors 

In order to accommodate proposed repairs and improvement to prevent ongoing damp ingress causing 
damage to the building fabric, it is considered necessary to raise the finished floor level to the ground 
floor as part of proposed works.  As a result, and in order to accommodate the existing door, it will be 
necessary to raise the head of the associated door to enable installation of the proposed in-situ 
waterproof slab, as per HIA Item 4.3 para 3.  

 
As part of proposed work it is planned to install a new main entrance entrance door and canopy detail 
over.  These will be replicated to match existing style.  It would be proposed to cover the canopy with 
natural slates to match with detail of the main roof.  It is considered that these works are essential to 
ensure the long-term preservation of the asset.  Please refer to Proposed Elevation drawing attached. 
 
From review on site it is understood that the existing six-panel front entrance door is not original and is 
a modern 20th century replacement. 
 

2.08 Kitchen extension 

The Kitchen extension identified on drawings submitted as part of the original application included for 
the provision of a zinc roof and glazed link detail.  Both were identified as being laid flat.  However in 
order to satisfy manufacturer’s requirements both the zinc roof and top section of the glazed link will 
need to have a pitch of 5 degrees.  This is in order to achieve adequate falls to discharge rainwater and 
prevent standing water that could lead to damp ingress.  In order to minimise visual impact to the 
existing street scene, the lowest point of the roof is proposed to the front elevation.  Please refer to 
Proposed Elevation drawing attached.  
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Further amendments include: 
 
a) To the rear elevation it is proposed to install sliding doors in lieu of the bi-fold doors indicated on 

drawings submitted as part of the original application. 
b) To the east elevation high level glazing is to be omitted and replaced with stone. 
 

2.09 Garage 

As stated in the HIA Item 4.1.6, the planned works will involve adaptation and extension of the existing 
garage/outbuilding to create proposed Garage/Utility Room accommodation.  The existing wall 
structures are understood to be sound and will be repaired and reinstated accordingly to provide the 
intended arrangement.  Roof timbers are in poor condition and there is evidence rot to timber sections 
causing structural instability.  In order to enable proposed roofing works, which will incorporate the 
proposed zinc covering over the extended section of garage, it is necessary to replace the roof 
structure.  As part of proposed works the pitch of the roof will be adapted from 20.7 degrees (as existing) 
to a shallower 15 degrees.  Please refer to Proposed Plans and Elevation drawings attached. 
 
In addition, the current proposals identified the reduction in number of rooflights over the Garage/Utility 
from six to four.   
 

2.10 Internally 

In order to address inherent issues associated with prolonged damp ingress and lack of heating to the 
building it will be proposed to install a drained cavity lining to walls, as per HIA Item 4.3 para 4.  In 
association with this and in order to provide a suitable internal finish the works the works will incorporate 
an insulated independent wall lining to the inner face of external walls. 
 
As part of planned works to install the required drained cavity waterproof lining it will also be necessary 
to remove the existing staircase located in the Lounge to the east of the main house.  The previous 
application identified the removal of the west staircase, as per HIA Item 4.5.  It is noted that the east 
staircase is also built against the rear subterranean wall and so has suffered through damp ingress and 
localised rot and decay.  It is considered that works to remove and replace the east staircase are 
essential to ensure proposed waterproofing works are effective to create a full barrier to ongoing damp 
ingress. 
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3.0 Conclusion 
3.01 General  

As stated within the HIA the building has been poorly maintained by previous owners and so proposed 
works are essential to avoid the asset falling further into serious disrepair.  Proposals have been 
developed to align with existing Planning Approval and Listed Building Consents.  However the above 
clarifications have been identified as they are considered essential to promote the heritage value and 
long-term protection of the building, whilst also remedying the poor-quality additions and adaptations 
that were undertaken previously. It is considered that proposed amendments are minor clarifications of 
design rather than fundamental changes to the principal of the previous approvals.  

 


